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Mortgage Corporation and aided the distressed householder
by setting up the Home Owners* Loan Corporation. By
creating the Export-Import Bank it also assisted the shipper,
as well as the foreign government needing credit to buy his
wares*
Other strands of federal control over interstate industry
were spun year by year. The public-utility act of 1935,
already mentioned, sought not only to protect the small
investor from the evils of holding companies, but also to
safeguard consumers and the public interest by demanding
reasonable rates and the opening of financial accounts to
inspection by the Federal Power Commission. Such power-
producing enterprises as Boulder (Hoover) Dam in the
Southwest, Fort Peck Dam in Montana, Bonneville and
Grand Coulee in the Pacific Northwest and the Central Val-
ley project in California converted the government into an
actual operator. Under the Tennessee Valley Authority it
took still further strides and attempted something beyond the
reach of private enterprise: to improve vocational opportuni-
ties, security and health, in other words the standard of living
and social values of an entire region.
Here, and in the relief and housing programs, one saw the
essential difference between government and private enter-
prise in the economic sphere. Public welfare was the main-
spring of the former, profit motive of the latter. What the
citizen needed, rather than what he could afford to buy, be-
came the determinant in the new social-service concept of
government—a government which, having envisaged these
needs, set out to meet them not on the basis of cash in hand
or calculations of ultimate profit, but with assurance that the
bill would be paid by apportioning it among the taxpayers.
The role of the state as provider presupposed its function as
financier and tax collector. Under the New Deal, government
itself came to be incomparably the largest enterprise in the
nation*
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